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Abstract: The chapter provides a methodology for measuring the cost-effectiveness of resilience to 

disasters. Whereas the vast majority of extant literature in the resilience field focuses on regional and 

community resilience, this work extends prior work by the authors on microeconomic (i.e., firm-level) 

resilience and its measurement. Firm-level resilience actions, or tactics, are identified and described 

within an established economic resilience framework (Rose, 2017: Dormady et al., 2017). A survey-based 

approach is presented with an explicit application to businesses impacted by Superstorm Sandy in the NY 

and NJ coastal areas. A small sample demonstration of resilience cost-effectiveness results is presented in 

the form of statistical cost curves. The chapter concludes with a discussion of both methodological and 

public policy applications of the approach.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Research, policy design, and implementation of resilience to disasters continues to accelerate. While 

much of the recent literature has focused on community and regional resilience (Norris, 2008; Tierney, 

2014; Martin and Sunley, 2015), there is a notable absence of work in the important area of firm-level 

resilience. One of the most serious gaps is the measurement of key aspects of various resilience tactics 

and strategies, especially their benefits and costs. These are indispensable to effective risk management 

given the increasing frequency and magnitude of disasters and continued limited resources to cope with 

them.  

 

This chapter presents an approach to the measurement of the costs and effectiveness of several economic 

resilience tactics. These estimates are based on a 2017 survey to gather primary data from recent victims 

of Superstorm Sandy. Sandy was a severe storm1 that occurred in the Fall of 2012, striking the New 

Jersey and New York coastline and resulting in hundreds of fatalities and $75 billion in property damage. 

Firms that either suffered property damage and/or direct business interruption due to the disaster were 

included in the survey sample. We present an approach to the development of a survey instrument to 

measure the cost and effectiveness of these resilience tactics. The survey questions are based on economic 

principles in relation to production theory and benefit-cost analysis.  

 

We translate our results into a set of marginal cost curves for individual economic resilience tactics that 

are intended to minimize the negative effects of critical input disruptions following the disaster (e.g., 

conserving on or finding substitutes for critical inputs in short supply, relocating economic activity to 

where these inputs are available). The curves relate the costs of implementing each tactic to the reduction 

in business interruption loss it engenders. The cost curve approach has been shown to be a facile and 

transparent way to optimize resource allocation in relation to such goals as energy conservation (Rose, 

1985) and greenhouse gas mitigation (Rose and Stevens, 1993; Ellerman and Decaux, 1998).  

 

2.  Background and Theory  

 

2.1 Defining Economic Resilience 

 

                                                      
1 Technically, Sandy did not meet the wind speed criteria to designate it as an official hurricane, but its strength and 

devastation gave rise to its characterization as a ‘SuperStorm”. 
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Researchers and decision-makers in the disaster field are evenly split on the definition of resilience. One 

group utilizes the concept to refer to any action taken to reduce disaster losses. This group, with a large 

representation by engineers, focuses primarily on mitigation with an eye to reducing the frequency and 

magnitude of disasters and strengthening property to prevent damage (see, e.g., Bruneau et al., 2003). The 

broader definition has also been adopted and applied more evenly by major panels assessing resilience 

research and practice, such as the National Research Council, which defines resilience as: “The ability to 

prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from, or more successfully adapt to actual or potential adverse 

events” (NRC, 2012; p. 16). 

 

Another group, with a large representation by social scientists, focuses primarily on actions implemented 

after the disaster strikes (Tierney, 2007, Rose, 2007; Cutter, 2016). This group takes the meaning of 

resilience more literally, referring to its Latin language root, whose definition is “to rebound.” They also 

acknowledge that resilience is a process, whereby steps can be taken before the disaster to build resilience 

capacity, but resilient actions do not take place until the disaster strikes. Examples include emergency 

drills, purchase of back-up electricity generators, and lining up alternative suppliers of critical inputs. 

Here the focus is not on property damage, which has already taken place, but rather the reduction in the 

loss of the flow of goods and services emanating from property, or capital stock. The former is often 

measured in terms of gross domestic product (GDP) and employment, and is typically referred to as 

business interruption, or BI (Tierney, 1997). BI just begins at the point when the disaster strikes, but 

continues until the system has recovered or reached a “new normal”, which is typically coming to be 

considered a sustainable level of economic activity. Measuring BI is thus much more complicated, 

because it involves matters of the duration and time-path of recovery, both of which are strongly affected 

by the behavioral responses of public and private decision-makers (Rose, 2004). 

 

This chapter focuses on the measurement of economic resilience. Economic resilience is more focused 

than community resilience (e.g., Norris et al., 2008) and planning (Godschalk, 2003), and on par with 

resilience in other disciplines that focus on individual entities (e.g., organizational behavior, engineering, 

ecology), with which it shares more commonalities than differences (Rose, 2007). It is closely related to 

the literature on business continuity (Sheffi, 2005; Herbane, 2010), as both focus on the continued 

functioning of individual firms and their recovery from disaster. The latter has a strong focus on 

cyber/information technology considerations, and on that score, is far ahead of the literature on economic 

resilience, with a few exceptions (see, e.g., Rose, 2015). 
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Overall, there are many definitions of resilience, but Rose (2007) and others have found more 

commonalities than differences. We offer the following general definitions of resilience, which capture 

the essence of the concept, and then follow them up with definitions that capture the essence of economic 

considerations. Following Rose (2004, 2007), and paralleling two seminal approaches to resilience in the 

literature on ecology, we distinguish two major categories of resilience: 

 

In general, Static Resilience refers to the ability of the system to maintain a high level of functioning 

when shocked (Holling, 1973). Static Economic Resilience is the efficient use of remaining resources at a 

given point in time. It refers to the core economic concept of coping with resource scarcity, which is 

exacerbated under disaster conditions. 

 

In general, Dynamic Resilience refers to the ability and speed of the system to recover (Pimm, 1984). 

Dynamic Economic Resilience is the efficient use of resources over time for investment in repair and 

reconstruction. Investment is a time-related phenomenon—the act of setting aside resources that could 

potentially be used for current consumption in order to re-establish productivity in the future. Static 

Economic Resilience does not completely restore damaged capacity and is therefore not likely to lead to 

complete recovery.  

 

A key asset in analyzing economic resilience is that it can be done in the context of well-established 

theory relating to the behavior of producers/consumers/government agencies, markets, and entire 

economies. Formal derivations of resilience relationships have demonstrated their usefulness (see, e.g., 

Rose and Liao, 2005; Dormady et al., 2017). 

 

Another important delineation in economic resilience, and resilience in general, is the distinction between 

inherent and adaptive resilience (Rose, 2004; Tierney, 2007; Cutter, 2016). Inherent resilience refers to 

resilience capacity already built into the system, such as the ability to utilize more than one fuel in an 

electricity generating unit, the workings of the market system in offering price signals to identify scarcity 

and value, and established government policy levers. Adaptive resilience is exemplified by undertaking 

conservation that was not previously thought possible, changing technology, devising market mechanisms 

where they might not previously have existed (e.g., non-interruptible service premiums for electricity or 

water delivery), or devising new government post-disaster assistance programs. It is important to realize 

that a good amount of resilience is already embodied in the economy at various levels, and that policies 

should be designed to capitalize rather than obstruct or duplicate this capacity. At the same time, policy 

should also be geared to rewarding both types of resilience 
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2.2 An Operational Metric and Initial Measurement 

 

The next step is to translate these definitions into something measurable. For static resilience, this can be 

done in terms of the amount of BI prevented by the implementation of a given resilience tactic or set of 

tactics comprising a resilience strategy. For dynamic resilience, the metric would be the reduction in 

recovery time or the reduction in BI that it brings about. In both cases one needs a reference point or 

baseline to perform the measurement. For static resilience, this would be the maximum potential BI loss 

in the absence of the resilience tactic, while for dynamic resilience it would be the duration and time-path 

of economic activity in the absence of resilience in relation to investment in repair and reconstruction.  

 

Several studies have measured resilience using this and related metrics. Rose et al. (2009) found that 

potential BI losses were reduced by 72% by the rapid relocation of businesses following the September 

11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center. Rose and Wei (2012) found that a reduction in 

potential BI from a nine-month closure of a major US seaport could be as high as 66% from the 

implementation of several types of resilience, most notably ship rerouting, use of inventories, and 

production rescheduling. Xie et al. (2017) estimated that BI losses could have been reduced by 30% and 

recovery time by one year with an increase in investment funds and acceleration of their timing in the 

aftermath of the Wenchuan earthquake in China. 

 

Other studies have found extensive potential of economic resilience. Kajitani and Tatano (2009) found 

sizeable resilience possibilities among Japanese manufacturing firms in response to utility lifeline 

disruptions caused by disasters. Other special studies have developed methodologies for examining the 

potential of specific resilience strategies, such as the use of inventories (Barker and Santos, 2008; Young, 

Greenbaum & Dormady, 2017). Moreover, resilience capabilities have been built into major hazard loss 

estimation models and software such as the HAZUS Direct Economic Loss Module and Indirect 

Economic Loss Module (2016) and the Economic Consequence Analysis Tool (E-CAT) (Rose et al., 

2017).  

 

2.3 The Production Function Approach 

 

Economists have developed sound theories to explain the workings of most aspects of the economy. 

Theories are abstractions by definition, but they serve the purpose of providing a consistent framework of 

analysis that focuses on fundamental causal relationships. One such body of knowledge is known as 
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production theory—how firms (businesses) operate. At the core is the concept of the production function, 

or how firms combine various inputs to generate their products. Specification of these functions provides 

insight into the combination of inputs and their productivity, substitution between inputs, and how input 

relationships with outputs vary according to scale. Various “functional forms” are available, the most 

ideal of which allow for a variety of possibilities and numerical values in these key relationships. 

Production functions have been refined over time to include a variety of determinants other than basic 

generalized inputs of labor, capital, and natural resources.  

 

This first included intermediate inputs, infrastructure, inventories, spatial considerations, and management 

characteristics, and then environmental inputs. More recently, it has included behavioral considerations, 

which are especially important when considering resilience. These focus primarily on human factors such 

as perceptions and motivations. In empirical work, analysts have utilized sophisticated production 

functions, such as the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) (Arrow et al., 1961), translog (Christensen 

et al., 1973) and Generalized Leontief (Allen, 1960; Diewert, 1971) to analyze resilience (see, e.g., Rose 

and Liao, 2005). More rigid constructs, such as the Leontief, or fixed-coefficient (absence of substitution 

among inputs) production function, are applicable for short-run analyses (when one of the inputs is fixed, 

which generally corresponds to less than 3 or 6 months).  

 

The generalized production function approach is presented in the following implicit form:2 

      

Q = f (A, K, L, N, M, I, V, E, S, G, B),  

        

 where,  

 

A = technology         

K = capital 

L = labor 

N = natural resources 

M = materials (intermediate goods) 

                                                      
2 Production functions differ according to their explicit form, which involves a precise mathematical specification. 

The specifications combine various properties of the production function (such as returns to scale, relative input 

productivity, and ease of substitution among inputs) and mathematical properties that have some more subtle 

economic implications, such as additivity and separability of inputs (Silberberg and Suen, 2000). The technology 

term is incorporated in various manners depending on the explicit production function specification. It is often 

postulated as affecting the entirety of inputs uniformly or individually, in both cases representing a type of 

“productivity” parameter. 
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I = infrastructure 

V = inventories 

E = environment (use of the environment for waste disposal)3 

S = spatial considerations (location) 

G = management, and 

B = behavior (information processing, perceptions, biases). 

 

Despite the strengths of this approach, firms do not just maximize output but have to produce under 

constraints such as cost considerations.  Hence, a constrained optimization problem, such as the 

minimization of cost subject to an output constraint, is a more interesting problem for the manager 

because it is more consistent with the operational problem faced by firms (Varian, 1992). In fact, although 

the analysis assumes a well-defined quasi-concave production function, the only postulate consistent with 

profit maximization is that the firm would always minimize the total cost of production derived from 

using some inputs to produce a technologically feasible output level (Silberberg and Suen, 2000). In this 

sense, there exists a duality between the production and cost functions. This implies that given a 

production function with n factors such as the one described above with known factor prices, it is possible 

to find a minimum cost function for the firm. Once the firm has found its minimum cost function, it is 

possible, under certain regularity conditions, to derive factor demand equations (Shepard, 1953; Diewert, 

1971). This approach is particularly useful in measuring inherent and adaptive resilience because we can 

avoid difficult mathematical derivations related to the production function and facilitate a more accessible 

econometric estimation of production parameters (Diewert, 1971). 

 

2.4 Economic Resilience Tactics  

 

In general, the tactics and strategies that firms can take to improve either static or dynamic resilience can 

include a variety of business operations. We choose to delineate the tactics into eleven discrete activities, 

as provided in Table 1. Building on Rose (2009), the table provides a naming convention for each static 

resilience tactic along with refined definitions and examples that we have used in our survey approach.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
3 This refers to pollution. Positive inputs from the environment are included via the natural resources input. 
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Table 1. Common Firm-level Static Resilience Tactics and Definitions 

Resilience 

Tactic 
Definition (Activities Involved) 

Conservation 

Maintaining intended production or service levels using lower amounts of an input or inputs 

(e.g., achieving the same level of production using less water, electricity or workers, without 

substituting other inputs for them). 

Resource 

Isolation 

Modifying a portion of your business operations to run without a critical input (e.g., following 

Superstorm Sandy an office building could still be operational without water). This can include 

the isolation existing before the hurricane or your extra effort to isolate it post-event. 

Input 

Substitution 

Replacing a production input in short supply with another (e.g., replacing electricity by natural 

gas, water provided by pipeline with bottled or trucked water, whole milk with powdered milk, 

employees for tasks previously performed by machinery). 

Inventories 

Continuing business operations even when a critical input is in short supply by using emergency 

stockpiles and ordinary working supplies of production inputs (e.g., water tanks, canned goods, 

stockpiled materials in general). 

Excess 

Capacity 

Using a plant or equipment that was idle before Superstorm Sandy in place of a damaged plant 

and equipment (e.g., bring on-line physical assets not previously in use; such assets might include 

computers, equipment, vehicles, and vacant buildings). 

Relocation 
Moving some or all of the business activity to a new location (either temporary or permanent), 

including shifting data from onsite to “cloud” storage. 

Management 

Effectiveness 

Improving the efficiency of your business in the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy (e.g., allowing for 

flexibility in business operations/procedures to minimize red tape during recovery, offering 

flexible working hours, minimizing reporting requirements or monitoring to facilitate more 

efficient or responsive operations). 

Import 

Substitution 

Importing some of your needed production inputs when you cannot obtain them from your usual 

local or regional suppliers, including new contractual arrangements (e.g., buying your materials 

or supplies from other regions or countries). 

Technological 

Change 

Improvising all or part of your production process without requiring a major investment 

expenditure (e.g., replacing two food preparation kitchens with one, replacing your paper 

accounting system with an automated one). 

Production 

Recapture 

Making up for lost production by working overtime or extra shifts. This must involve actual 

production and not include the selling of goods and services that were previously produced but 

could not be sold because of a slump in demand (e.g., adding an additional shift for employees or 

having them work additional overtime hours). 

Resource 

Pooling/Sharing 

Hastening recovery through mechanisms such as bargaining (e.g., renegotiating supply contracts 

with key suppliers), the selective exchange of certain resources (short-term agreements for a 

defined period of time with other organizations, e.g., the utilization of facilities in exchange for 

the provision of any service or any other resource), creating new partnerships (e.g., building 

relationships with other businesses in order to share information and/or expertise), and resource 

pooling (e.g., joint ventures in order to bid for public contracts). 

 

 

3.  The Survey Approach 

 

3.1 Sampling Methodology 

 

Sampling begins with the process of identifying the universe of firms affected by the disaster. This 

detailed process begins with the compilation and integration of multiple data sources. These data sources 
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must provide spatial details of the range and scope of the disaster’s impact. In the case of storm surge, this 

consists of spatial assessments of surge depth and the storm’s inundation area. These data sources must 

also provide an assessment of the addresses affected and the magnitude of those effects. And finally, these 

data sources must include an assessment of which firms are located in those affected areas, with 

appropriate business contact information.  

 

Besides firms that are located within the inundation area and that are physically damaged and incur BI, 

firms can be adversely impacted by a storm indirectly in the form of BI. This would include firms within 

the region that suffer reduced access to customers, reduced demand for their products or services, or 

reduced access to production inputs, i.e., supply chain disruptions. Accordingly, a comprehensive disaster 

survey should take account of firms that are both: 1) physically located within the inundation area and 2) 

located within the region and suffered some form of BI.  

 

To develop the survey pool, we partnered with a private firm, ImageCat, which provides detailed natural 

hazard risk data, including high resolution satellite imagery of disasters as they unfold and in their 

immediate aftermath. ImageCat was able to provide detailed high-resolution GIS data and images of 

Superstorm Sandy’s impact on the NY and NJ areas and match that information with FEMA data from 

HAZUS, and county tax assessors’ data.  

 

 
Figure 1. Storm Surge Inundation Map of Hoboken, NJ 

               Source: FEMA MOTF, ImageCat (2012). 
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Matching each of these data sources can prove to be quite challenging. The business information available 

does not necessarily have a location assigned, and many require geocoding. The process of geocoding 

typically returns street level matching, which locates the correct block and side of the street, and 

approximates the address location through interpolation. This does not necessarily provide an exact match 

to a building, but provides the closest estimate available.  

 

Post-Sandy remote sensing data identifies damage at the building level, but does not include address 

information for those buildings, as the addresses are not visible from the air. Matching damage 

observations to address can be accomplished through matching the location of each damage observation 

to tax assessor parcel data, which can then be matched to business records through linking address strings. 

Unfortunately, the tax assessor parcel data address information itself was sparse and problematic, 

particularly for commercial parcels which often include multiple addresses. Nonetheless, the matching of 

these data returned a large volume of potential records, but very few that experienced higher levels of 

damage. Furthermore, the business location data gleaned from telephone directories lacked business size, 

which is a key stratification variable.  

 

There were two business database options available to us. The first was the standard approach of using 

Dun and Bradstreet data. Their data was quite costly, contained little information about the firms, and 

most notably did not contain email address information for the utilization of online survey instruments. 

The second option was ReferenceUSA, a competitor to Dun and Bradstreet that provides less costly data 

that contains relatively more information on firms. This information is sourced and verified with follow-

up telephone calls from their in-house call center, but in our experience, is prone to error.  

 

By merging the business data and the address-level hazard estimates, we were able to develop a sampling 

pool of businesses affected by Superstorm Sandy.  The sampling data included the estimated physical 

damage levels for each firm in the ReferenceUSA business listing database according to address, contact 

names, telephone numbers, address information and email contact information.  

 

For firms in the inundation area, we used random sampling to stratify based on firm size, estimated 

damage level, and industry classification based on 2-digit NAICS (North American Industrial 

Classification System) code. For firms that were not in the inundation area, the only potential impact of 

Hurricane Sandy on businesses would be BI. For this reason, we did not stratify sampling in the non-
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inundation areas and restricted survey participation with qualifying questions inquiring about their degree 

of BI. 

 

3.2 Survey Instrument Development 

 

Connecting the conceptual to the practical is a challenge for any survey instrument design, and this is 

particularly the case when difficult economic concepts must be accessibly conveyed to a heterogeneous 

sample of owners of small and medium sized businesses. Conceptually, it is critical to know first and 

foremost the specific resilience actions in which firms engaged. Firms can prepare for and respond to 

hazards in a variety of ways that may include the blending, mixing or integrating of a variety of textbook 

resilience actions that. to them, look much like alterations of their standard business practice. It is key to 

present firms with clearly-articulated resilience tactic definitions so that respondents can meaningfully 

conceptualize their resilience actions as a set of distinct activities.  

 

Secondly, once firms have conceptualized their distinct activities, it is critical to assess the cost of those 

activities. It is important to note that resilience actions can be either cost incurring or cost saving. 

Conservation, for example, is often a cost-saving resilience tactic. Whereas standard economic logic 

would argue that if an activity was truly cost saving, firms would engage in that activity in the absence of 

a natural disaster. However, the natural hazards economics literature, as well as the broader literature on 

energy efficiency, for example, has informed our understanding of how firms learn a great deal about their 

operating capacities and potential operational efficiencies only in the aftermath of a disaster (Rose, 2009). 

 

The distinction between the operational cost and the aggregate cost of production is critically important to 

the development of cost estimates for each resilience tactic. In other words, the cost of engaging in the 

resilience activity, or putting it into effect, is the relevant cost for assessing the cost-effectiveness of 

resilience activities. In contrast, we have found that businesses often conceptualize the aggregate cost 

(and particularly the case for savings) of the tactic, in terms of monthly profit or sales revenue loss that it 

prevents – which is actually the benefit of the tactic.  
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Table 2. Tactic-specific Cost Assessment Instruments 

Resilience 

Tactic 
Cost Assessment Instrument 

Conservation 
Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by using one or more conservation measures:  

Resource 

Isolation 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by shifting production or services in order to continue operating a 

portion of your business in the absence of a critical input(s):  

Input 

Substitution 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by replacing a production input with another input:  

Inventories 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by accumulating or storing inventories that it used to deal with an 

input supply shortage during Sandy. Please exclude the purchase price of the inventory itself. 

Please include only the cost of not using those funds for another business purpose and the cost 

of storing the inventory: 

Excess 

Capacity 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by using previously-unused or excess capacity:  

Relocation 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by moving some or all of its operation to a new location. This 

should include only the costs of the move and not the costs of the lease or mortgage: 

Management 

Effectiveness 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by changing its management practices to facilitate a more efficient 

recovery:  

Import 

Substitution 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business has incurred 

by purchasing imports from another country or region. (Note: this should not include the cost 

of the items actually purchased but rather the increase (or decrease if there were savings) in 

costs associated with purchasing from the new source): 

Technological 

Change 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by changing its production process in a major way to improve 

technology: 

Production 

Recapture 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by making up lost production by working extra shifts or additional 

overtime:  

Resource 

Pooling/Sharing 

Please provide your best estimate of the cost or savings (in dollars) your business incurred 

during its recovery period by sharing resources (i.e., bargaining, selectively exchange 

resources, creating new partnerships, and resource pooling) with other businesses or 

organizations:  

 

 

Finally, effectiveness of each distinct resilience tactic that the firm engaged in must be instrumented (i.e., 

a survey instrument or question(s) must be developed). Instrumenting effectiveness is also conceptually 

challenging because effectiveness is a function of a firm’s avoided losses. In other words, resilience 

activities are intended to reduce the severity of potential losses. To adequately instrument (i.e., to develop 

survey questions that measure) avoided losses, a respondent firm must be able to conceptualize its own 

counterfactual (i.e., what their losses would have been had they not engaged in any of the distinct 

resilience activities in which they did, in fact, engage). It is our position that business owners or operators, 

who are our survey respondents, are in the best position to make that expert judgment about their avoided 

losses.  
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To accomplish this, in our survey we utilized a multifaceted approach with four distinct steps. The first 

step was to define clearly each resilience activity, or tactic, and ask firms to identify (using a simple check 

box) those resilience tactics they implemented. We utilized the definitions provided in Table 1 to 

categorize these tactics. The second step was to ask firms to identify the costs (or savings) associated with 

implementing each tactic they identified in the first step. This required appropriately crafting tactic-

specific language that clarifies the types of costs involved in implementing each tactic. We provide this 

language in Table 2. 

 

The third step was the most challenging conceptually—instrumenting firms’ avoided losses. To assess the 

effectiveness of specific resilience actions, it is imperative to know what losses would have been in the 

absence of those actions. For example, consider the use of production recapture—i.e., running extra shifts 

to make up for lost production time. The implementation of production recapture could have allowed a 

firm to observe only a 10 percent reduction in expected sales revenue, whereas in the absence of this 

tactic it would have observed a 25 percent reduction. By instrumenting the tactic as a function of avoided 

losses, we can measure its specific contribution toward a firm’s resilience. Therefore, we utilized the 

following instrument: 

 

By using the tactics you just identified, your business avoided some 

potential losses in Sales Revenue. Please provide your best estimate of 

the Sales Revenue your business would have lost HAD YOU NOT USED 

those tactics. 

_________ Lost Sales Revenue HAD YOU NOT USED the selected 

resilience tactics (in dollars) 

 

The fourth and final step requires assessing the specific contribution to avoided losses due to each tactic 

independently, given that many firms utilized two or more tactics. The average count of tactics (among 

the eleven enumerated categories we utilized in our survey) was 2.13.4 We took the approach of 

immediately framing the language of the instrument in terms of its relative contribution to avoided losses. 

To simplify the conceptual task of respondents, we utilized a percentage instrument as follows:  

 

                                                      
4 We note that some firms in our sample reported not utilizing any resilience tactics. Including these firms, the mean 

number of reported tactics utilized was 1.07. 
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You indicated that your business avoided [$] of lost Sales Revenue by 

using the selected resilience tactics. Please provide your best estimate of 

the percentage of the [$] that was due to each tactic. (The total should 

equal 100%). 

 

By utilizing these four stages, we are able to decompose a firm’s pre- and post-disaster resilience actions 

into a discrete set of identifiable tactics. We are then able to identify the costs (or savings) associated with 

the implementation of that discrete set of tactics. And, we are able to identify the effectiveness of each 

tactic toward overall resilience as a function of avoided potential losses. From this, quality survey 

responses can be utilized to derive cost curves for a broad range of measurement, policy and decision-

making objectives. 

 

3.3 The Complication of Complementarities 

 

The issue of complementarities presents a particular challenge in economic surveys. Complementarities, 

or synergies, arise in business when two or more production inputs or activities generate outputs that 

exceed the relative contribution of their inputs. An example is the complementarity that can exist when 

two employees work well together and produce a higher quality or greater quantity of work products than 

each of them would have done independently. This can occur for any mix of inputs (e.g., land, labor, 

capital).  

 

This can also occur when two or more resilience tactics complement one another and result in a relative 

improvement in avoided losses. This presents a challenge in survey instrumentation when respondents are 

asked to identify the relative contribution of each tactic on their total avoided losses. While we do not 

claim to have resolved this longstanding critically important issue, we raise the concern as a limitation of 

our survey approach and highlight the need for future research advancements in this area. Our survey 

approach, by assessing the relative contribution of resilience tactics as a percent of total avoided losses, 

assumes that all complementarities are embedded within the tactics themselves proportionately.  

 

One extension of our work that could potentially improve on this critical measurement issue, would be to 

develop an instrument that inquires further about tactics that the firm believes to have “worked well 

together” or, alternatively, in the opposite direction. In this way, the potential degree to which positive or 

negative tactic complementarities arose in a favorable way, or, alternatively, partially or totally offset each 

other, could be assessed.  
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4.  Derivation of Cost Curves 

 

From the tactic utilization, cost and effectiveness metrics described above, we can present some 

preliminary cost curves on the basis of a small sample of respondent firms from the NJ and NY areas. 

They are intended to illustrate the methodology for derivation of cost curves for resilience benefit-cost 

decisions, and not for making production decisions or public policy. Cost curves are presented as step-

functions based on the average cost of each tactic, ranked from lowest to highest cost. Our approach to 

deriving the cost and effectiveness measures for each tactic is to calculate the raw average of costs 

reported for each tactic (y-axis) and the raw average of effectiveness for each tactic (x-axis).  

 

Figure 2. Sample Cost Curve (All Firms) 

 

However, given that the average firm that reported utilizing tactics utilized approximately two tactics (out 

of eleven), this means that the average firm achieved 100 percent of its reported avoided losses with just 

two tactics. As a result, we treat our effectiveness measures as cumulative. This would indicate that it is 

quite possible that the average firm could have avoided additional losses (i.e., avoided losses exceeding 

100 percent), assuming that this would be technologically possible for the firm (though not every tactic 

can be feasibly implemented by every firm). 
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We provide these cost curves for a small sample of respondent firms from our NJ and NY area survey. To 

demonstrate the approach across relative strata, we produce separate curves for: a) all firms, b) firms that 

report that they have not yet returned to pre-Sandy production/sales levels, c) firms that report that they 

have returned to pre-Sandy levels, and d) firms that report that they have exceeded their pre-Sandy levels. 

From this sample, we observe that nine of the eleven tactics were utilized. Firms did not report using 

import substitution or excess capacity. From this, it is clear that conservation was generally reported to be 

the most cost-saving resilience tactic—saving an average of $130,000 per business utilizing the tactic. 

The average firm utilizing this tactic reported that conservation accounted for 60 percent of its avoided 

losses. In contrast, Resource Isolation was reported to be the least cost-saving tactic, with an average 

implementation costs of $246,000, providing an average of 15 percent of implementing firms' avoided 

losses. 

 

Figure 3. Sample Cost Curve (Firms Still in Recovery) 

 

Figure 3 provides a cost curve for only those firms in the sample that report that they are still in the 

process of recovering—i.e., have not yet returned to pre-Sandy production/sales levels. As in the previous 

cost curve, conservation is the most cost-effective tactic whereas resource isolation is the least cost-

effective tactic. Nonetheless, given the small sample, the total count of tactics utilized to develop the 

curve is fewer as firms that are still recovering did not report using the excluded tactics.  
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Figure 4 provides a cost curve for firms that report complete recovery. Although there is also a small 

number of firms in this category, the number of tactics is the same displayed in the cost curve for all 

firms. Paradoxically, in this cost curve, resource isolation is the most cost-effective tactic. This occurs 

because there are some firms in our small sample that are on the path to recovery and exhibit high costs 

on resource isolation, whereas there are fewer recovered firms exhibiting low savings from this tactic.  

 

Figure 4. Sample Cost Curve (Firms Completely Recovered) 
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Figure 5. Sample Cost Curve (Firms Exceeding Complete Recovery) 

 

 

In Figure 4, we can also observe that there are two tactics, technological change and relocation, which 

exhibit the same average cost (i.e., there is no step function between them). For these firms that report 

complete recovery, relocation provided greater overall effectiveness in achieving avoided losses than 

technological change (an average of 94 percent versus an average of 47 percent). Additionally, we 

observe that these firms report input substitution to be the costliest resilience tactic utilized.  

 

Finally, Figure 5 shows a cost curve for those firms in our sample that report current output/sales 

exceeding pre-Sandy levels. We again observe conservation to be the most cost-effective tactic and input 

substitution the least cost-effective. If we compare cumulative effectiveness (i.e., x axis) of this cost curve 

with the three previous cost curves, we observe that the average effectiveness of the tactics used by 

businesses in this category is lower than the average effectiveness of all tactics used by other firms. 

 

5. Applications and Extensions 

 

Cost curve approaches have enjoyed wide application in economics and related disciplines. Their 

utilization extends far beyond scholarly inquiry and can serve to meaningfully inform a wide array of 

public sector decisions and applications. Benefit-cost analysis (BCA), more broadly, though not devoid of 
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critiques, has played a meaningful role in both private-sector and public-sector decision making. The 

approach provided here, is a pragmatic one to assess the cost-effectiveness of economic resilience, as a 

major step toward a broader BCA of resilience.5 

 

We have demonstrated the approach on a small sample of surveys taken by firms affected by Superstorm 

Sandy. We have provided these across four strata relating to the extent of how firms have recovered. The 

approach however, can be utilized across a variety of different strata, from industrial classification (i.e., 

NAICS codes) to firm size to debt ratio, etc. For example, it would be particularly important for 

policymakers, particularly those responsible for business incentivization programs through SBA, FEMA 

and other federal and state agencies, to know key differences in cost curves across industrial classification 

and firm size. This would enable planning for resilience to be informed by the most impactful use of 

public resources, so that public incentives (such as taxes and subsidies) are targeted to most cost-

effectively improve resilience. 

 

An important extension of this application would be a more targeted firm-level assessment of resilience 

decision making. One contribution of a cost curve derived ex post is that it provides a hindsight view of 

strategies that firms did not use, but, if it had, it could have reported additional avoided losses. While we 

caution against making policy decisions on the basis of the small sample cost curves presented here, it is 

important to note that the curves indicate that the average firm could have achieved the same level of 

avoided losses at an overall lower cost, or in some cases even an overall cost savings (i.e., by selecting 

tactics on the left side of the cost curve). This raises an interesting question of why firms therefore 

expended costs at all. Our sample results indicate that the average firm that reported using tactics, spent 

$33,915 implementing them.  This is the average of cost incurring and cost saving tactics.  

 

There may be a variety of firm-specific reasons why this cost would be positive. These would include 

limitations on a firm’s technological capacity to engage in some tactics—in other words some firms may 

not be capable of implementing some tactics or they may not be practical for them. Another reason would 

                                                      
5 Rose (2017) has traced the steps necessary to proceed from cost-effectiveness measures to a full BCA.  He 

illustrates how cost-effectiveness values can be used to derive the benefits of resilience in dollar terms. Benefits in 

the context of this paper would be expressed in reduction in business interruption, as typically measured by 

reduction in sales revenue or value-added of the individual business. The total benefit function would be linear 

homogeneous and the marginal benefit function would be horizontal. The intersection of the marginal benefit 

marginal cost curves would yield the optimal level of resilience. Rose also notes some complications that would 

change the shape or positioning of the marginal benefit function, such as whether the resilience tactic would be 

available for several years and whether it applied to more than one threat.  Also, for those resilience tactics that are 

put in place before the disaster strikes (building up inherent resilience capacity), benefits would have to be adjusted 

by the probability of the occurrence of the disruptive event(s) to which they apply. 
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be that firms chose to pursue tactics that simultaneously fulfill some alternative purpose or strategic aim. 

Finally, another reason may be that the firm simply was not aware of the resilience potential of some 

tactics at its disposal. In this case, the firm opted for a set of tactics that it thought would be the most cost-

effective at the time, but may afterward have learned that those tactics were not in fact the most cost-

effective. 

 

It is precisely these types of firms that are most appropriately informed by the analytic methodology and 

approach presented here. Whether through their own in-house analytics or through public sector policies 

that encourage, incentivize and inform firms to pursue the most cost-effective tactics, it is these firms that 

the data would suggest have the greatest room for economic resilience improvements. Cost curves, like 

those presented here, allow for the transmittal of meaningful information that has the potential to 

dramatically reduce business losses from disasters. 

 

This approach can also meaningfully inform macroeconomic modeling. Macroeconomic models, such as 

applied general equilibrium models that provide total (i.e., direct + indirect) estimates of the impact of a 

disaster on employment and GDP, for example, can be calibrated to evaluate the total economic impacts 

of micro-level resilience actions on a region, state or nationally (see, e.g., Rose and Laio, 2005). These 

models can provide reasonable estimates of the avoided losses in employment that are attributable to the 

use of resource pooling, or inventories, etc. The impact of this improvement in modeling capability could 

have significant implications for improved planning and public-sector decisions more broadly.  

 

The approach presented here could readily be applied beyond the application of a hurricane event in the 

U.S. This approach can easily be tailored to assess the cost-effectiveness of resilience actions 

internationally, in contexts with different institutional or governance structures (i.e., different geo-political 

contexts), and in alternative disaster contexts (e.g., earthquakes, human-caused terror events). This 

involves simply adjusting the survey instruments themselves to contextualize the disaster. Sampling on 

the other hand is potentially the most limiting aspect of this approach. Sampling will require geo-spatial 

data and accessible business listings. In some international contexts (e.g., New Zealand) this information 

is readily accessible, as it is public record, but in developing nations, acquiring this data could present a 

significant challenge for an online or remote survey. In that case, a more involved interview methodology 

would be warranted, but the underlying survey instrument and empirical approach presented here would 

be just as applicable.  
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Finally, we note that firm-level survey research can be a challenge in any context or nation. Even the most 

well-designed and well-funded disaster surveys experience some non-trivial challenges in obtaining 

complete, thorough and reliable data from businesses. It has been our experience in the U.S. that many 

firms are reticent to engage with researchers, given negative past experiences with state or federal disaster 

management agencies and insurance companies. And, in South American nations, we have observed 

noticeable distrust when researchers express collaboration with public agencies or funders. In both the 

U.S. and New Zealand it has been our experience that firms are more willing to engage in survey response 

when they understand that the survey is conducted by university researchers. Ultimately the most 

important objective from a research standpoint is obtaining reliable and representative data. Strategies for 

overcoming these challenges will depend upon the context, but may include partnering with professional 

survey teams that have existing relationships with a sample of firms, utilizing social organizations to build 

trust with firms (e.g., business roundtables or chambers of commerce). Alternative strategies that 

financially incentivize respondents can also be employed. While different contextual features might 

inform the process for conducting this research in other nations or disaster characteristics, the 

methodological approach that we have provided in terms of instrument design, operationalizing a 

resilience metric, and refinement of the survey data, can be readily extended broadly. 
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